
AN ANALYSIS OF THE RELIGIOUS QUESTIONS IN NIGHT BY ELIE

WIESEL

Elie Wiesel first creates a strong faith in God, which he later The theme of religion can be traced throughout Night as
Elie embarks on a Moishe guides him in his studies and asks questions such as "Why do you pray?.

I did not strike my head against the wall, I did not tear my eyes out so as to see no more, nor my tongue so as
to speak no more. And 2 what was his role in the holocaust? This autobiography not only reveals many
horrifying details and a first-hand account of the Holocaust, but also how Jews belief in God struggled to
survive and remain present. They thought it must be a test. With all our knowledge, we cannot guess at his
reasons for doing anything. Only in the lowest moments of his faith does he turn his back on God. He receives
many answers, though none are satisfactory. Wiesel raised a number of old questions, which regenerated the
debate about Gods attributes and the nature of His creation. For man the infinite is God; for God the infinite is
man. Numbers have their own importance; they prove, according to Piotr Rawicz, that God has gone mad.
However, as Wiesel faces each day and witnesses the starvation, the beatings of innocent people, and the
tortures, his faith in God begins to waiver Roth and Berenbaum sought a number of essays, which produced a
mixture of theological matters; the aftermath of the Holocaust raised new questions, whilst it also amplified
old philosophical problems confronted throughout Jewish history. I cannot go on. Others, like Wiesel, were
given the burden of carrying the questions with them, never to be answered. And I tell you this: if their death
has no meaning, then it's an insult, and if it does have a meaning, it's even more so. What had I to thank Him
for? It's all over, I tell You. And until then we should never feel so secure in faith as to think that Auschwitz
could never happen again. Since God is good, his studies teach him, and God is everywhere in the world, the
world must therefore be good. When he submits or when he refuses? Why did it have to be me? These novels
directly affect society in general and especially impact Judaism. But this faith is shaken by his experience
during the Holocaust. Find two quotes to illustrate this. All that is left to us of Cain is his curse. Where does
suffering lead him? All the words in all the mouths of the philosophers and psychologists are not worth the
silent tears of that child and his mother, who live their own death twice. The storm of emotion followed the
paths of anger and despair, and finally ended with the acceptance that Elie Wiesel finds. Firstly, David Weiss,
who was an Israeli rabbi, initially, provided his religious perspective on the Holocaust. At an early age, Elie
has a naive, yet strong faith in God. Throughout the novel he helps others with there problems and people
came to him for advice.


